
 ٹیسٹ سے پہلے کم از کم تین بار درود شریف پڑھ لیں۔ 

 

1.  If If,Iband Icare ammeter , base and coller current respectively in transistor than  

a IE=Ic+IB b Ic=IE+IB c IB=Ic+IE d None of these 

2. The term invertor is used for  

a NOR gate b NAND gate c NOT gate d AND gate 

3. The reverse current through a semi conductordi.ode is due to 

a Holes  b Electrons  c Majority career d Minority career 

4. Potential barriers for silicon at room temperature is  

a 0.9v b 0.3v c 0.7v d 0.5v 

5. Process of conversion of AC into DC. 

a Rectification  b Amplification  c Oscillation  d Modulation  

6. Process of conversation of DC into AC 

a Rectification b Amplification  c Oscillation d Modulation  

7. Mathematical location for NOT gate is 

a X=A b X=A.B c X=A.B d X=A+B 

8. Which one of the following is called fundamental gate. 

a NOR gate  b NOT gate  c NAND gate  d [x-OR gate 

9. The devised used for rectification is called . 

a Rectifier  b Transformer  c Thermistor  d Wheatstone bridge  

10. Too input  NAND gate with inputs A and input B has an output 0 if  

a B=0 b A=B=1 c A=B=0 d None of these  

Q # 2 Short Questions  10 x 2 = 20 

1. Define electronics? 

2. Write mean application of electronics? 

3. What is PN junction Or semiconductor diode? 

4. Why ordinary silicone diodes do not emit light? 

5. Why charge careers are not present in the depletion region? 

6. What is the net charge or an n small type or p small type substance? 

7. Why charge are not present in the depletion region? 

8. Why photodiode id operated in reverse based state? 

9. What is night switch and LDR? 

10. What are the advantage and disadvantage of transistor? 

Q # 3  
Long Questions  

 
1X 10=10 

1 What is transistor give the type of transistor  also explain types of transistor briefly. 
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